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About This Game

Run, jump and slash your way through an epic, vast world of challenges and embark on an epic adventure! The retro 2D hack
and slash, platformer adventure game is now also available on PC. Help Mahluk on his adventure to stand against darkness and

bring back the peace and serenity that once was.

A dark civilization that lived long before mankind, and a evil, devil king powerful enough to rule the civilization, mankind and
the world: Kindar. He ruled his world with cruelty for 3000 years. He sent the ones who did not obey him to the underground

kingdom filled with pain, torture and misery. No one could come back, but only a mysterious one managed to escape. Legends
say, he was an assassin or an exiled king. He was overcoming every obstacle in his path and moving towards to Kindar’s castle

with anger and vengeance that can be seen in his red eyes. Evil forces could no longer stop him.
If you enjoy classic hack and slash, platformer, retro adventure games, then you will love this! Forget looking for your old

consoles and cartridges, you will be able to revive the nostalgic childhood memories on your computer.

PLAY WITH THE MOST FEARLESS ADVENTURER. BE THE HERO, AND JOIN THE QUEST TO SAVE THE DARK
PLANET NOW!

Our retro styled addicting game will be one of your favorite adventure games. As we want to keep the vintage style, you can
play the game with your gamepad or controller, and you don´t need an internet connection to play. Designed with love, we

conjure up the spirit of old school adventure games giving an epic twist to the story, so you can feel like you are playing the
most famous sagas on a new realm, with new characters and a new environment in this world.

A GREAT ADVENTURE
• Explore a magical realm full of dungeons, mountains, treasures... and horrendous monsters.
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• Gain experience and level-up and power-up your character.
• Lots of dark areas to explore, and monsters to face off.

ETHEREAL MAGIC AND SHARP SWORDS
• Find powerful weapons, items and discover great spells to defeat your enemies in different ways.

• Venture into gloomy caves and dungeons to discover powerful, hidden treasures.
• Customize the controls to your preference.

FEATURES
• 16 handcrafted levels

• 3 "End of the Act" bosses,
• Over 30 different enemies like zombies, orcs, goblins, flying ones...

• 4 different weapons.
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Title: Mahluk:Dark Demon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Serkan Bakar
Publisher:
Serkan Bakar
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 Mb

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English
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Even though this game had some rough patches here and there i enjoyed this game. the art style is amazing the gamplay works
and its overall a relaxing game. on the other hnad like what others have stated some maps have some hard to navigate or
impassible areas. i myslef have not run into this problem but i can see why their frustrated.. As in the description The Elite Units
of the East DLC adds 12 new elite units to the Maratha and Ottoman factions. A greater variety of available units is always
welcome. If you like one of these factions you'll love this add-on.. Lumo it's a perfect homage to 8-bit classics using the
Filmation-II engine, such as Knight Lore and Head over Heels (ZX Spectrum, MSX, Amstrad CPC and others) Cadaver
(Amiga) and, most prominently, Solstice (NES). It's everything there, including the fixed camera angles, cute graphics and
puzzles made difficult because of perspective ambiguity. Lumo is VERY retro - probably kids raised on polygonal third-person
view games can't really grasp this game - but if you were playing adventure games in the 1980s you'll certainly love this one..
There is potential here, I want you to keep that in mind, because down the road this game could be interesting. There's a couple
of interesting mechanics with the explorer units and exploiting resources, and the diplomacy portion could be interesting in
terms of holding off people attacking you. This definitely can change based on what options become available, and I will keep
my eye out on this one.

But the game is FAR too slow. Missing keyboard shortcuts is brutal, as everything is mouse driven. A hundred turns in, no one
has attacked each other: no one can. The first 50 turns is slow going yet essential. There's missing information to know exactly
what you're building. Missing UI elements to know what your status is. You feel disconnected from the experience. Lack of
additoinal sounds loses immersion.

For more gameplay and Impressions/Details, look at the video here: http://youtu.be/fhxTq1VSwis. Although I have only played
a short while on this game it is very cute and like loads of other people have said it has potential, though having a drifting system
like Sonic and All-stars Racing Transformed would be cool, other than that I have only found 1 real bug n that is that Xbox360
controller controls are abit buggy, the only visual disadvantages is the game does not currently support 4K (2160P) resolution,
other than those, it is a thoroughly enjoyable game and very cute, kitty cat �� cute and Free Roam, could be a suggestion but they
could in the future make a large map with a city and country side and places to explore and hidden Scout mice to find and
missile doggies, so yes recommend this game ��. She's dabbing on the card pack, nobody can tell me otherwise. It's a fun time
killer. I played Dark Scavenger and had alot of fun with that game so was curious about this platform game from the same
developer. As someone who grew up with old school platformers I gotta say this is one of the best platformer games I've ever
played. The levels are always interesting with new mechanics thrown in as you progress. The checkpoints are frequent and
deaths always feel like your own fault. I'm also really digging the story that is well integrated into the gameplay and never slows
things down. I totally recommend this game and advise anyone that's into fast challenging platformers to try this game out.
Within the first 15 minutes you'll know if this game is right for you and I'm glad I picked it up.
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This game is actually pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It's so broken.
The AI spawn with like a million units and kill you so fast.
Your own teammates can launch headcrab cannisters at your stupid base.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your game it's so bad

jk sick game you should get it, hilarious with friends. Well made but poorly designed, being a shape where my four corners
stick out make reacting to incoming attacks much less icentivized even though you can do it. An easy fix would be to make me
die when the shapes get past the bigger square kind of like in DDR. Also, I have to wait like 5 seconds or 2 seconds for the
shapes to spawn and I think that wait time is just not needed.. Swinging and single again -- despite the happy-ending of our
previous entry -- Larry Laffer suits up for a (mostly) all-expenses paid vacation to the 'La Costa Lotta Resort'!
Our loveable loser is hornier than ever and chatting up the babes in Al Lowe's first 'Talkie' adventure -- which introduces Jan
Rabson as Larry, and supports a full voice cast as well as narration by Neil Ross.
Help Leisure Suit Larry work his way through the guestlist and to ultimately discover if true love is anything more than a sham
or a pain?

While other kids grew up on a King's or a Space Quest -- or maybe taking in a Phantasmagoria with a 7th Guest at the 11th
Hour -- I was beating feet to the mean streets and looking for love in all the wrong places with 'Leisure Suit Larry'!

--

This package contains both versions (VGA & SVGA as beta) and BOTH are Talkie.
The SVGA version (Library>LSL6>Properties>Betas) offers a far superior experience for modern computers -- though its
default settings are way over-speed, so this must be adjusted under the "Controls" menu. The Music Volume will also reset to
max every replay, and must be adjusted every time.
The VGA version is inferior, with graphics on par with LSL1 & 5. It is a bad ScummVM port with wonky mouse pointer issues
making it nearly-unplayable.. Great little side scrolling brawler with a deceivingly simple deep combat system for combos and
area control.
Each character has their own move sets and the artwork is well done.
Game is a little short but it has some decent replayability with friends.
The writing is funny and gave me a couple good laughs.
If you want a good cheap brawler reminisant of Golden Axe or even Castle Crashers give Dungeons: The Eye of Draconus a
try.. I recieved everything from the DLC except the black mask.
I kinda bought it just for that black mask just not to get it.
The pack overall is allright, the emotes are great.

I WANT THAT BLACK MASK!!.
\u9a97\u94b1\u7684\u73a9\u610f\uff0c\u5927\u5bb6\u4e0d\u8981\u4e0a\u5f53\uff01\uff01\uff01. I enjoyed playing this a
lot but probably wouldn't recommend it to others due to all the issues. It feels a bit like an abandoned early access game.

Pros:

 Lots of busy work - wash the dishes, take out the trash, prep ingredients, rearrange your storage, etc. There's always
something to do. The game gives you lots of time before and after work time to get everything organised.

 Lots of new ingredients, meals, customers and upgrades keep it fun for a long time. Cons:

 Customers will just come in and order things you've never made before, and there's no help with figuring out the
recipes. You end up just buying everything because you have no idea what you need which makes storage a
nightmare.

 As the ingredients you can buy are random each day, you often are unable to buy core ingredients. E.g. at the
start a lot of your recipes are tomato based but you can go days without being able to buy more tomatoes.
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 The game will randomly handicap you and there's no way of playing around it. Sometimes the machines break
for half the day and that's it - they're just broken and you can't make anything. You just have to stand there and
wait til it's over. I got a notice saying there won't be many customers that day, and then you only have 2-3
customers that day. Nothing you can do about it.

 Laggy. It starts off fine but after about 30 mins of playing I get lag that increases in severity the longer I play. It
fixes itself if I restart the game but I have to do this constantly.

 The art style isn't great. It's not the worst thing ever though.

Added new shop items:
Hi everyone! Added new items and two player mode.
Have fun!. Crt Effect added for retro lovers!:
Added crt tv effect for retro lovers!. Two player challenge mod added!:
Hi! Everyone. Added new achievements and 2 player challenge mod. You can challenge your friends at the same
pc.. achievements added!:
Hi everyone! I added 9 achievements. Have fun. New weapon added (Whip):
Big sword removed and added faster and powerfull Whip!
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